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Abstract 
Transposable elements (TEs) comprise the majority of plant genomes, but most are 
epigenetically suppressed and therefore inactive. Research over the last decade has 
elucidated many of the components and mechanisms that contribute to TE silencing. In 
contrast, the evolutionary interactions between TEs and silencing pathways are less clear. 
Here, we discuss current information about this interaction both from mechanistic and 
evolutionary perspectives, by focusing on the possible states that TEs assume within a 
genome. Of special interest is the interphase between a TE’s escape from silencing and 
the resumption of host control. We also discuss uncertainties about the host processes that 
reinitiate silencing, the regions of TEs that may be key targets for host recognition, the 
energetic costs for maintaining the silencing pathways and the long-term fate of TEs.   
 
Introduction 
Transposable elements (TEs) and their plant hosts engage in a continuous battle, whereby 
TEs seek to proliferate and hosts strive to control their proliferation. In evolutionary 
terms, it is difficult to declare a winner. On one hand, TEs have been successful by any 
measure; the majority of plant genomes are composed of TEs that vary from young intact 
insertions to old fragmented copies. This composition suggests that TEs often overcome 
host defenses, at least on evolutionary timescales. On the other hand, most (if not all) TEs 
appear to be epigenetically silenced under normal conditions, so that they do not 
proliferate. This near-universal suppression implies that plant hosts are largely in control 
of TE activity. 
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Epigenetic silencing relies heavily on a process known as RNA-directed DNA 
methylation (RdDM). RdDM has been studied intensively for many years, leading to the 
elucidation of its complex mechanisms and overlapping pathways. Here, we will not 
cover the interactions among RdDM components in much detail, as these have been 
presented in several recent reviews [*1-3]. Rather, we will first provide a brief overview 
of the potential states of a TE within a host genome, as well as the silencing pathways 
that influence those states, before highlighting questions of particular interest from 
mechanistic and evolutionary perspectives. 
 
Overview of the TE epigenetic silencing pathways 
RdDM employs two plant-specific RNA polymerases, Pol IV and V, both of which 
appear to be most important after a TE is initially silenced (Figure 1). [We discuss the 
initiation of silencing below.] Pol IV transcribes silenced TEs to produce 24 nucleotide 
(nt) siRNAs in concert with RNA-directed RNA polymerase 2 (RDR2) and Dicer-like 3 
(DCL3). The 24nt siRNAs are then loaded onto Argonaute 4 and 6 (AGO4/AGO6) 
proteins to direct them (by sequence complementarity) to scaffolding transcripts of the 
TEs, which are produced by Pol V. The association with Pol V-derived, chromatin-bound 
transcripts mediates cytosine methylation and the deposition of repressive histone marks, 
such as H3K9me, to the target TEs by chromatin modifying proteins [*1-3]. Crucially, 
recent work in Arabidopsis has shown that Pol IV and Pol V are recruited to TE loci that 
already contain H3K9me and cytosine methylation respectively [4,5]. These observations 
confirm that RdDM acts in a self-reinforcing loop that increases the deposition of 
silencing marks in a phase known as “establishment and spreading” of silencing [6], 
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eventually generating a dense heterochromatic environment that restricts access to the 
Pol II transcriptional machinery. The repressive chromatin modifications can be inherited 
to daughter DNA strands during cell replication independently of RdDM, while residual 
siRNA targeting may further increase heterochromatic formation to maximum levels; 
overall, this phase is known as “maintenance” of silencing [6]. Eventually, the process 
leads to deep silencing of TEs (Figure 1).  
Nonetheless, the abundance of TEs indicates that they do escape suppression and 
proliferate. When this happens, a TE is likely transcribed by Pol II to start its life cycle 
towards producing new copies. At some point, however, the endogenous RNAi 
mechanism recognizes the TE mRNA and degrades it into 21-22nt siRNAs, aided by 
RDR6, DCL2/DCL4 and AGO1 [6,7]. This post-transcriptional step can lead to multiple 
cycles of RNAi, but, most importantly, it also triggers the “initiation” phase of 
transcriptional TE silencing (Figure 1). The mechanism of this transition was unknown 
until recently, when evidence from two independent groups led to two non-mutually 
exclusive models. The first suggests that some 21-22nt siRNAs are not loaded onto 
AGO1, which directs mRNA cleavage, but instead onto AGO6 that guides chromatin 
modifications [*8]. The second proposes that the overproduction of TE mRNAs 
eventually overwhelms DCL2/DCL4, allowing DCL3-mediated biogenesis of 24nt 
siRNAs, which in turn direct heterochromatic formation through their loading onto 
AGO4/AGO6 [*9]. Both models imply that Pol V is recruited to unmethylated loci to 
produce scaffolding RNAs, but this prediction has not yet been proven. In any case, 
“initiation” places the first heterochomatic marks on TEs, thereby triggering the 
“establishment and spreading” phase of silencing (Figure 1). 
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What happens between TE escape and the recovery of host control?  
Escape from silencing 
Given the prevalence of TEs within plant genomes, it is surprising that few have been 
observed to actively transpose and proliferate. Notable exceptions include the Ac/Ds and 
Mutator families of maize and the mPing element in rice [10-12]. However, genome-
wide and/or biochemical analyses have shown that silenced elements can be activated 
during epigenetic loss or remodeling, as for example in mutants that establish or maintain 
silencing [13,14], in cell types such as the companion cell of the female gametophyte or 
the pollen vegetative nucleus [15,16], in developmental transitions from juvenile to adult 
[17], and during stress [18]. Furthermore, TEs may have themselves evolved mechanisms 
to escape, such as recombination between elements that generates new variants 
unrecognizable to host defenses [19,20] or integration near genes where epigenetic 
suppression may negatively affect gene expression [21]. In fact, some TE families tend to 
insert within genes [22]. Both the close proximity and physical overlap with genes 
suggest integration into regions where silencing cannot be robustly enforced, either due 
to its deleterious effects or because the chromatin environment must remain open for 
proper gene function [23-25].  
Another way to escape silencing may be to enter a naïve genome through 
horizontal transfer. A growing body of data suggests that these events occur more often 
than initially thought between vertebrates and between invertebrates [26,27], but research 
on plants remain underrepresented [28]. Nonetheless, a study by El Baidouri et al. (2014) 
investigated the genomes of 40 angiosperms and found evidence for extensive horizontal 
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transfer of LTR retrotransposons [*29]. Actually, some elements underwent subsequent 
amplification bursts, suggesting both that they remained active after initial colonization 
and that this process may be an important factor in plant genome evolution. 
Finally, in a fabulous review, Lisch suggested that TEs might counteract 
suppression by capturing gene fragments [30]. In theory, targeting of these elements by 
siRNAs could also affect the expression of the ‘parent’ genes from which the fragments 
were captured. Lisch’s hypothesis was based primarily on the observation that Pack-
MULE and Helitron TEs systematically acquire exons during transposition [31,32]. 
However, despite the extent of gene capture, most research has focused on the possible 
expression and on the evolutionary patterns of selection of these fragments [32-34] rather 
than on their potential effects to host targeting strategies. Surprisingly, the extent of gene 
capture by LTR retrotransposons, which make up the majority of plant genomes, is 
virtually unknown.  
 
Reinitiating silencing: homology-dependent siRNA surveillance? 
Once a TE is activated, host defenses appear to employ intricate ways to initiate their 
silencing. One possibility is that endogenous reactivated TEs can be suppressed by 24nt 
siRNAs produced by other members of the same family that have been silenced already. 
In this homology-dependent pathway, the Pol IV-derived 24nt siRNAs act as “immune 
memory” to identify highly similar TEs that are active [*1]. Although (as discussed 
previously) it remains unknown if and how Pol V is recruited to these unmethylated TEs, 
there is evidence that reactivated TEs in Arabidopsis and maize are silenced in trans by 
the Pol IV-RdDM pathway [18,35,36]. Perhaps, the presence or absence of immune 
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memory also explains whether a horizontal TE invasion will amplify in large numbers 
before it eventually becomes silenced. If, for instance, an endogenous silenced TE 
happens to share enough sequence homology with the invading TE, then its 24nt siRNAs 
may suffice to constrain the invader’s proliferation.  
There are, however, indications that the homology-dependent pathway is not 
always sufficient to silence active TEs. For example, the Evade element of the 
ATCOPIA93 family in Arabidopsis remains active despite the presence of silenced 
relatives [37], and it is suppressed only when enough mRNA transcripts are produced to 
overwhelm DCL2/DCL4 processing [*9]. Also, recent genome-wide studies of LTR 
retrotransposons [38,39] have shown that certain families, such as Ji and Opie in maize, 
have exclusive homology to large numbers of 21-22nt siRNAs, implying that (at least) 
some of their members are first expressed and then recognized by RNAi (Figure 1). 
Nonetheless, these families are also homologous to tens of thousands of 24nt siRNAs; if 
the homology-dependent pathway were able to quickly suppress active members, then 
one would not expect the presence of such large populations of smaller siRNA lengths.  
 
Reinitiating silencing: identification of TE mRNA transcripts by RNAi 
If the homology-dependent pathway fails, silencing of active TEs must be initiated by 
RNAi. As mentioned above, the first step likely entails the recognition of Pol II-derived 
TE mRNA. Importantly, RNAi needs to safely distinguish between TE and genic 
mRNAs, but this must be problematic given the high sequence and structural diversity 
among TE classes and, hence, the lack of a universal TE ‘barcode’. RDR6 is responsible 
for this crucial and poorly understood entry-point by converting the single-stranded 
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mRNA into double-stranded RNA [3]. It has been hypothesized that RDR6 is assisted by 
‘primary’ small RNAs that act either directly as primers or indirectly by their association 
with AGO proteins that cleave TE mRNAs to provide a starting point for double-stranded 
synthesis [40,41]. Indeed, some miRNAs play this role in Arabidopsis [**42]. However, 
miRNAs also participate heavily in genic mRNA cleavage, and so the selection of TE 
over genic mRNAs remains complicated. Furthermore, only a subset of Arabidopsis TE 
families are silenced via miRNAs [**42], implying that more mechanisms must be in 
place.  
Intriguingly, one such mechanism could involve non-miRNA hairpin-derived 
small RNAs (hpRNAs) that are generated from hairpin structures within the TEs 
themselves. The first evidence for the importance of hpRNAs came from the MuDR 
family in maize. A spontaneous inverted repeat rearrangement within a single element 
(termed Mu killer) triggered RNAi and subsequent silencing of other MuDR members 
[35,43]. In fact, the Mu killer case prompted Lisch and Slotkin to suggest that the very 
low fidelity of TE replication may be the critical feature for attracting RNAi, because of 
the high chances for a ‘killer’ element with a hairpin structure to appear [22]. Axtell 
further discussed the potential importance of plant hpRNAs and noted that the numerous 
short hairpins in genomes (which also occur within TEs) may produce hpRNAs [44]. 
Although a systematic identification of hpRNAs has not yet been reported [45], they 
appear to be abundant in maize [46]. These arguments are supported by a study on 
Sirevirus LTR retrotransposons in maize [*39], which contain complex palindrome 
motifs in their LTRs that form stable secondary structures predicted to generate hpRNAs. 
Because DCL proteins can directly process hairpins into hpRNAs in Arabidopsis [47], 
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Sirevirus palindromes may act as the locus for hpRNA production, which then act as 
primers for RDR6 synthesis of double-stranded RNA. Alternatively, the hairpins 
themselves could directly prime RDR6 synthesis in a ‘primary’ small RNA-independent 
manner [48]. If true, palindromic regions may be crucial for reinitiating silencing within 
plant genomes, because, for example, the majority of Sireviruses from various plant hosts 
contain such structures [49]. Altogether, these studies suggest that recognition 
mechanisms may be specific to different TE families. It is thus likely that plants have 
evolved family-specific mechanisms to trigger silencing, based on their individual 
sequence characteristics.  
 
The potential importance of cis-regulatory regions of TEs 
From the selfish view of a TE, it is not entirely desirable to contain a sequence or region 
that provides a holdfast for host recognition. Why, then, might Sireviruses contain a 
palindromic region? The answer is simple: because it may be essential for an element’s 
ability to proliferate. Indeed, the Sirevirus palindromes are found in the highly conserved 
cis-regulatory area of LTR retrotransposons, located in the upstream half of the LTRs 
[50-52]. Nonetheless, this region in Sireviruses is also a template for sequence evolution, 
because the palindromes differ along the sequence of an element, among family 
members, and among families [*39]. Furthermore, they appear to be epigenetic hotspots, 
as they are heavily targeted by siRNAs, especially of smaller lengths; however, each 
palindrome is targeted by different siRNAs, as a result of their differing sequence and 
positional characteristics. This example of strong interaction between cis-regulatory 
motifs and siRNAs raises the possibility that cis-elements may represent regions of 
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intense evolutionary arms race between TE and host defenses. Jacobs et al. beautifully 
describe an analogy of this interplay for the L1 and Alu TE families in primates [**53]. 
Sequence and structural changes within their regulatory regions led to multiple 
amplification bursts during primate evolution, but these changes were always met by 
equivalent changes in their host’s silencing components. 
Detailed analyses of the epigenetic importance of the cis-regulatory regions of 
plant TEs are limited. However, studies in diverse organisms (mice, Drosophila, tomato, 
hominoids) and for various TE families have revealed that these regions are often 
arranged as arrays of repeats, with some also exhibiting symmetrical properties [54-57]. 
Therefore, the complex, possibly palindromic organization of regulatory motifs may be 
common across TE classes. In fact, for the TE family in tomato (termed Tnt1), the cis-
regulatory region is the only highly diverse region among family members from several 
Solanaceae species, and this variability associates with different stress-related expression 
patterns [58,59]. This led to the hypothesis that the evolution of this region equipped Tnt1 
subgroups with diverse regulatory capacity to respond to different stimuli and colonize 
new hosts [59,60]. Similar patterns of diversity within the regulatory region was recently 
reported among Tcs elements in citrus [61]. Collectively, these observations denote the 
need for in-depth research on the evolutionary interplay between cis-regulatory TE motifs 
and epigenetic silencing. 
 
The paradox of the time to regain control 
There is increasing evidence that epigenetic defenses quickly respond to TE activation, 
achieving suppression within a few host generations. For example, the ONSEN LTR 
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retrotransposon was activated by heat-inducement of Arabidopsis seedlings, but it only 
managed to insert new chromosomal copies in progeny of a siRNA-compromised genetic 
background and not in the progeny of wild-type plants or in vegetative tissues [18]. 
Another study in Arabidopsis showed that, after severe loss of cytosine methylation, 
many TEs were remethylated over a few host generations [36]. Finally, when the Evade 
Arabidopsis element was awakened in epigenetic recombinant inbred lines that erased 
methylation, it was transcriptionally silenced after ~15 host generations or after ~40 new 
copies had been integrated in the genome [*9].  
Based on these observations, we are faced with the following paradox: if TEs are 
rapidly resilenced, then how do amplification bursts occur that produce thousands of 
copies? Unfortunately, there is not yet a compelling answer to this question. In part, this 
may be because most analyses have thus far focused on plants with small genomes, 
where the number of identified full-length elements is relatively low. Additionally, the 
common categorization of TEs at the superfamily level (e.g. Copia and Gypsy) may 
obscure family and subfamily dynamics. However, comparative analysis of species from 
the Oryza genus [62], and work on the reference 1Gb sequence of chromosome 3B in 
wheat [63,64] and the fully sequenced 2.3Gb maize genome [65,66] have shown the 
accumulation of thousands of copies for several families, typically within an estimated 
timescale of thousands of years. It is likely that many TEs in plant hosts with moderate to 
large genomes have similar life histories. In such cases, do TE families repeatedly escape 
silencing for much longer lengths of time than have been observed experimentally thus 
far? Or, do they undergo repeated short bursts, producing a few new copies each time 
before they are resilenced? If so, how could they escape over and over again, given 
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homology-dependent silencing? We have very few insights into the timescale and 
conditions of bursts, although they presumably coincide with epigenetic losses due to 
recurring biotic or abiotic stresses. 
 
What are the energetic costs of epigenetic silencing?  
In evolutionary terms, it does not pay to maintain an energetically expensive process 
unless it contributes to fitness. The energetic costs of TE epigenetic mechanisms must be 
substantial to the host, but how costly are they and under what conditions are they 
maintained? Let us first consider the maintenance of TE repressive chromatin 
modifications (Figure 1) as a de facto necessity for cell integrity; we assume, therefore, 
that hosts cannot afford to diminish these processes regardless of energetic costs. Our 
focus then turns to siRNAs, which appear to be produced abundantly from both 
pericentromeric heterochromatin and from euchromatic chromosomal arms based on 
sequencing and mapping of Pol IV-derived transcripts and their associated siRNAs in 
Arabidopsis [**67]; in fact, 65% of the Pol IV transcripts mapped to TE loci, compared 
to 9% to genes [**67]. Surprisingly, few papers have directly calculated the proportion of 
siRNA libraries that has homology to TEs, despite abundant information about small 
RNAs from several plant species (for example, http://mpss.udel.edu/).  However, limited 
evidence in Arabidopsis suggests that siRNAs that map to TEs constitute a substantial 
proportion of small RNAs [45], and  up to 11.3% of siRNAs map to a set of ~6,500 
maize Sireviruses that constitute only 2.8% of the genome [*39]. Given that Sireviruses 
totally occupy ~20% of the maize genome [66], it is likely that a much higher proportion 
of siRNAs corresponds to them.  More detailed calculations across plant species and 
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tissues would be valuable, but the overarching impression is that most siRNAs are 
homologous to TEs.    
This raises the question: why incur the energetic costs to produce siRNAs when 
most TEs are highly methylated [68-70] and, therefore, presumably deeply silenced? 
There are at least three potential answers. The first is that siRNA production is not costly 
in an evolutionary sense, so that siRNA production is subject to genetic drift rather than 
natural selection. If true, however, the system would be lost as (or more often than) 
retained under genetic drift. Second, siRNAs – and particularly 24nt siRNAs – may 
function as immune memory. Under this scenario, siRNAs act as a buffer against the 
possibility of TE activity, even though most methylation is maintained independently of 
RdDM in heterochromatic regions [**71]. The retention of siRNA surveillance would be 
similar to the evolution and retention of acquired immune memory in vertebrates, which 
is costly but maintained under frequent cycles of reinfection [72]. Consistent with this 
view, some observations suggest that the cycles of epigenetic emergencies may be 
frequent enough to be nearly constant. For example, many TE families are homologous to 
21-22nt siRNAs [38,39], suggesting that TE expression, if not transposition, is common. 
Additionally, some TEs are expressed in mutant backgrounds with impeded 24nt siRNA 
synthesis [13,71], indicating that the mutant background releases them from the ongoing 
“establishment and spreading” phase of silencing (Figure 1). 
Finally, another possibility is that siRNA production is necessary for a particular 
step of the host lifecycle, so that it cannot be lost. The fact that Arabidopsis TEs are 
epigenetically released in companion cells of the male and female gametophyte and then 
apparently reprogrammed in the sperm and egg cells is consistent with this assertion 
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[15,16]. However, if this were the only necessary function for siRNAs, evolution would 
be expected to dampen production in non-reproductive tissues, thereby conserving costs. 
In short, the evolutionary pressures that maintain this costly system of the host response 
are not yet clear, and they could be multifaceted in that they serve as immune memory, 
are often a response to ongoing emergencies, and may be essential for some aspects of 
host reproduction. 
 
Do TEs age gracefully?  
Much is known about siRNA targeting and methylation of TEs during different stages of 
silencing, but our understanding of the evolutionary dynamics of these epigenetic features 
as a function of TE age is limited. Two studies have investigated the relationship between 
siRNA targeting and insertion age to find that older TEs were targeted at lower levels by 
all siRNA lengths compared to their younger relatives [*39,73]. This implies that older 
TEs are likely to be deeply silenced, a state that can be maintained independently of 
siRNAs (Figure 1). If true, one also expects methylation to increase with age, as elements 
approach their maximal methylation levels. This expectation holds for maize Sireviruses 
[*39] (and apparently for mice TEs [74,75]), but not for rice LTR retrotransposons [76]. 
It is not yet clear if the differences between rice and maize are species-specific, or 
specific to the TE families examined.  
The same study of maize Sireviruses revealed another additional intriguing 
pattern: while methylation levels increased with age, levels of both methylation and 
especially siRNA targeting were aberrant for a small subset of very old (>2.5 million 
years) elements [*39]. These old elements had epigenetic properties similar to those of 
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their youngest counterparts – i.e. lower methylation and high siRNA targeting. The 
reason for this pattern is mysterious, but one possibility is that the old elements constitute 
in silico evidence for the existence of ‘zombie’ TEs, which are defined as elements that 
are co-opted by the host because they can quickly trigger both their own and also the 
trans-silencing of active relatives [22,30]. The existence of zombies is, at this point, more 
hypothetical than proven, but they have an analogy to the loci that produce piwi-
interacting RNAs in Drosophila [77]. 
There are also intriguing relationships between TE age and proximity to genes. 
This was first noted in Arabidopsis [21] and then rice [76], where it was suggested that 
elements were removed by natural selection as a consequence of their deleterious effects 
on genes when they were epigenetically silenced. In addition, genes tend to reside in 
regions of high recombination, where natural selection is more efficacious [78] and rates 
of TE removal higher [79]. To further investigate this relationship, we retrieved age 
information for ~6,500 maize Sireviruses from [80] and examined their distribution in 
relation to gene proximity (Figure 2). A positive (but weak) correlation was produced 
(Pearson r = 0.1; P <10-20), suggesting that elements are removed from the genome more 
quickly when they are near to genes. In other words, a TE has a better chance to reach a 
ripe old age if it inserts within, or becomes part of, a heterochromatic environment; yet, 
there may be exceptions to this rule, too. Notice that there is a discontinuity in Figure 2, 
which is caused by the old, potentially zombie elements residing closer to genes than 
expected based on their age alone. We do not know why they demonstrate this 
discontinuity, but if they were co-opted as zombies, they would then be expected both to 
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be retained (as a beneficial component of the host response) and also to lie in regions of 
open chromatin where Pol IV and Pol V transcription is ongoing.    
 
Future directions 
There is still a great deal of work required before the evolutionary and mechanistic 
features of the conflict between hosts and TEs are completely understood. While future 
research could take many directions, we emphasize on four: 
Embrace Diversity: Much effort has been focused on elucidating RdDM processes 
in Arabidopsis, along with complementary studies in rice and maize [2]. Although there 
are many questions left to answer (some of which we have highlighted here), these efforts 
have yielded detailed insights into the pathways governing interactions between TEs and 
their hosts. It is worth noting, however, that these three species are not “normal”, because 
they have much smaller genomes than the angiosperm average [81]. Moreover, 
Arabidopsis is particularly bizarre because its elements tend to be substantially older than 
those of its sister species Arabidopsis lyrata [82], suggesting a dearth of transposition 
events in the recent past. Is it possible that these model plants (and especially A. 
thaliana!) are atypical with respect to the steps involved in the host response? For this 
reason, we endorse continued epigenetic studies across a wide variety of hosts. 
Comparative Epigenetics and Molecular Evolution of Host Response Genes: 
Elucidating the mechanisms of the host response will be difficult in non-model species. A 
helpful first-step will be to study the evolution of known genes that contribute to 
epigenetic mechanisms. For example, a recent paper has found that angiosperms are 
unique in containing some RdDM-related genes [83], indicating that TE:host interactions 
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may differ substantially among angiosperms and lower plants like gymnosperms, ferns 
and mosses. 
Developmental Biology: There is an urgent need for more work on the host 
response as a function of development. In our opinion, one of the most exciting 
discoveries of the last decade was the finding that TEs were epigenetically released and 
then reprogrammed within the male and female gametophytes [15,16]. Is this 
reprogramming a necessary step in the Arabidopsis lifecycle? Is it shared with other 
plants? If so, how broadly?  
Evolutionary Bioinformatics of TEs: We know very little about the focal regions 
of TE:siRNA interactions, because most studies have focused on mapping siRNA to 
consensus TE sequences [*8,23,42,46,68,71,84,85]. Unfortunately, the process of 
building a consensus is likely to omit the very regions of interest – i.e. those that evolve 
rapidly due to an ongoing arms race between TEs and hosts. The accurate identification 
and classification of large numbers of individual TEs remains, however, a challenging 
task [86,87]. Nonetheless, a recent review has stressed the need for fine-scale 
characterization of plant TEs to properly assess epigenetic dynamics [88], and here we 
amplify that sentiment.  
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Figure captions 
Figure 1. States of TEs and their interactions with the epigenetic silencing pathways of 
the host. Active TEs may derive from either horizontal transfer or the escape of 
endogenous TEs from epigenetic suppression. The initiation of suppression of active TEs 
may depend on homology-dependent silencing or RNAi, which is facilitated by known or 
yet-to-be-identified triggers. RNAi cleaves TE mRNAs post-transcriptionally (PTS), but 
also places the first heterochromatic marks on TE insertions, hence initiating 
transcriptional silencing (TS). After initiation, RdDM strengthens suppression in a self-
reinforcing loop termed establishment and spreading of silencing. These silenced TEs 
may slowly reach their maximum methylation levels while ageing, a process that may be 
largely maintained independent of RdDM. See text for additional details. 
 
Figure 2. The proximity of Sirevirus elements to maize genes as a function of their 
insertion age. We retrieved information for 6,456 Sireviruses from MASiVEdb 
(http://databases.bat.infspire.org/masivedb/) [80] and allocated them into age groups as in 
[*39]. The number at the top of each boxplot indicates the number of elements within 
each group. Gene information was retrieved from the Filtered Gene Set of the maize B73 
RefGen_V2 genome. my, million years. 
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